
   ~~  Planet X Disinfo Blast Proves X is Approaching  ~~

 Thanks, Cinthya, for sending this report.
 Folks, this Planet X disinformation piece appears to tailgate the
 desperate ruling elite's recent major disinfo blast via their new
 *private* puppet agency, the California Institute of Technology -- a
 highly publicized report contrived by their groomed, popularized fair-
 haired astronomy guru, Dr. Michael Brown [the 2nd link below], wherein
 a new and creatively convoluted Planet X disinfo theme is aerial-sprayed
 upon the world science community by the deceitful, and now desperate,
 ruling elite [you know, that same peace-loving, honest, humane, and
 giving gang of banksters/corporatists/royalists who have been running
 and ruining us in their usurpation of our powerful government machinery].
   Here they unveil their newly devised fallback disinformation theme,
 designed to displace their obsolete and now leaky "there's-no-PlanetX"
 theme, which has obviously been sinking fast since it was torpedoed
 by the independent team of international astronomers at the world's
 largest radio telescope, the A.L.M.A. Observatory in Chile, which has
 bypassed NASA's domineering information channels and has defiantly
 published their telescopic discovery last month of what ALMA claims
 may actually be Planet X. You can well imagine the panic that this
 report must have caused within the establishment's financial/political/
 disinformation centers:
 "' What will we do now?! Other observatories will soon be sighting it,
    too! How do we put the lid back on the boiling Planet X pot?! Okay,
    we can no longer B.S. the world's astronomers, so we have to
    come up with a new explanation for these sightings -- one that will
    fool them for just a little longer until we get our world war going to
    distract everyone from this approaching object.  . . . . I know!  We'll
    admit that Planet X is out there, but we'll tell them that it's not
    incoming, and that the comets that they will soon see barraging the
    Sun are all a part of some grand celestial ballet, way way out beyond
    Pluto; too far out to exert any gravitational/magnetic sensation upon
    planet Earth.'"
 Notice that in neither of these two pseudo-astronomy disinformation
 reports do they mention the ship that torpedoed their now-sinking
 "there's-no-PlanetX" theme; namely, two sightings published by the
 world's largest telescope, the Atacama Large Millimeter Array radio
 telescope observatory in Chile.
             John DiNardo

  "Slooh" Astronomers Tailgate CalTech's Recent "Planet9" Report,
  which is a PlanetX Disinfo Piece. Herein, Slooh Runs in Support of
  the CalTech "Planet9" Report with their own Public Disinformation
  Channel. See how many Lies and Distortions of Facts you can Detect



  in this piece. I'll be Dissecting this Tangling of Truth, Soon.   JD
http://main.slooh.com/event/is-newly-discovered-planet-nine-the-lost-planet-of-nibiru/

  In this Creatively Convoluted Disinformation Blast, Dr. Michael
  Brown of CalTech Announces His Own Discovery of His Planet 9, in
  Tacit Response to the A.L.M.A. Observatory's Published Sightings of
  Planet X in December of 2015. Reference to the ALMA Sightings is
  Glaringly Absent from the Honest Dr. Brown's Report.     JD
http://www.caltech.edu/news/caltech-researchers-find-evidence-real-ninth-
planet-49523

 And Now, the PlanetX/Planet9 Disinformation Theme is Launched on
 Mainstream Television -- a *Sure* Sign that The Ruling Elite are Trying
 to B.S., Not Only the Science World, but the General Public, Also, Since
 Every Alert Person Knows that Television is Truth's Toilet.     JD
http://www.cbsnews.com/news/researchers-find-evidence-for-yet-unseen-planet-
nine/
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